
Fa La La As You Decorate

Be Kind & Of Good Cheer

Treasure Family

Honor Traditions

Give Santa Cookies & Milk

No Pouting

Keep The Schedule Light

Share Your Toys

Listen For Reindeer

Hang Mistletoe

Give More Than You Get

Welcome Friends

CHRISTMAS RULES

DOUBLE FLIP BORDER INSTRUCTIONS

Here’s how to combine our Christmas Rules into one long banner as

pictured. We stitched the entire series together on 32 ct. Light

Mocha Belfast linen from Zweigart. Choose whatever fabric and

fabric count you prefer. The stitch count for the entire project,

including the top and bottom border, is 85 wide x 359 high.

The threads we used are as follows. The numbers following each color

are suggested numbers of skeins to complete the series. If you use a

different fabric count, your quantity may vary.

Weeks Dye Works bullfrog (2), garnet, grasshopper (2), hazelnut,

juniper, Louisiana hot sauce (2), mascara, Morris blue, peony, white-

wash (2).

Crescent Colours Finley gold.

When stitching the whole series together, begin by stitching the free

Christmas Rules top border provided here. Then you are ready to

stitch the individual design, using the placement graph. Go down 2

fabric spaces (as shown on the graph) and stitch “Be kind & of good

cheer”.

Omit the top and bottom checked border on each design. To position

each design within the boxes provided, identify the boxed area on

each design. One design in each Double Flip will already have a heavy

outlined box. The other design in each Double Flip will already have a

solid stitched border that will form your “box”. (This “box” already

appears on the placement graph.) Position the boxed area in each

design within the boxes provided. Each box is labeled for the corre-

sponding design.

When you have completed the final design (Welcome Friends), add the

provided stitched border below the entire series.

If you space your designs a bit differently than ours, no problem! Just

add the bottom border when you are finished and enjoy your Christ-

mas Rules!



bullfrog Louisiana hot sauce

garnet mascara

grasshopper Morris blue

hazelnut peony

juniper whitewash

                         Finley gold (CC)


